Turkey Seizes Site to Relocate Historical Tomb: PM

TEHRAN - The Syrian Kurdish fighters liberate dozens of villages

Kurdish fighters liberate dozens of villages

ANKARA - Turkey has seized a cave in Syria's eastern Daraa region to relocate a revered historic tomb, Turkey's prime minister said Wednesday, a move that is likely to escalate cross-border tensions and fuel security concerns and tensions in favor of Syrian Kurds, who have been battling regime forces and allied forces in eastern Syria.

Turkey, which has a close relationship with the Kurdish government in northern Iraq, has sought to establish a buffer zone along its border to prevent further incursions from Syria. Turkey's move comes amid growing tensions between Turkey and Syria, with Turkish forces operating in northern Syria and Kurdish fighters battling regime forces in the north.
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Kerry and Iran’s Zarif to Try to Narrow Gaps

GENEVA - U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and his Iranian counterpart, Mohammad Javad Zarif, will try to narrow gaps in another round of nuclear talks in Geneva on Sunday as they prepare to meet a March 31 deadline for a potential framework agreement.

Before Kerry’s arrival in Geneva, Zarif told Iran's state media that mid-level谈判s had produced “positive discussions but no agreements”, and that “discussions would continue.

The “fundamental gap”, in any view, is a psychological. Some Western countries, the United States in particular, see sanctions as an asset, a lever to exert pressure on Iran. As long as this is the negotiating position it will be very hard, difficult to reach a settlement. The talks for the first time are U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry in front of a powerful of the U.S. Congress and Iran’s nuclear program, as well as a dense web and the brother of Iranian President Hassan Rouhani, Hamid Eynard. Zarif said this reflected a need for a “higher level of dialogue and diplomacy and more serious, multilateral discussions, not just between the now president and the now chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee who drafted the incentives for Iran to negotiate.”

The message was received in Saturday’s meeting of the mixed technical committee, clarified some of the technical issues. The purpose of this meeting was to finalize the exact size of the lever and the role of the various parties. The current meeting is being held by the U.S. and China. - (Iranian newspaper)

Syria Seizes Site to Relocate Historical Tomb: PM

TEHRAN - The Syrian Kurdish fighters gained the upper hand against the Taliban terrorists in Khorasan province on the border of Iran and Afghanistan. The news was reported by the state-run IRNA news agency, which quoted an Iranian official as saying that the forces were due to enter the town of Taft Abay on the border with Afghanistan.

The forces were reportedly marching towards the town, which was taken by the Kurdish forces earlier this year.

Turkey, which has a close relationship with the Kurdish government in northern Iraq, has sought to establish a buffer zone along its border to prevent further incursions from Syria. Turkey's move comes amid growing tensions between Turkey and Syria, with Turkish forces operating in northern Syria and Kurdish fighters battling regime forces in the north.

The Syrian Kurdish forces also liberated Rashka, Habbah and Hula, in the northern part of Syria, on Wednesday.

The Kurdish Popular Army (YPG) have been battling regime forces and allied forces in eastern Syria.